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Build the foundation with the base and the central tube, using 
the double-sided tape

Roll the diaper, direction top down, while hiding the size of 
the diaper. Wrap the rubber band around to keep in place.  
Repeat for all the diapers in the pack

Place the diapers around the central tube to create the first 
circle of the first layer, tie them up with the twine. Repeat to 
create 3 circles in order to finalize the first layer. 

Repeat the same for the second layer, but this time create 2 
circles. Finalize the third and last layer with the remaining 
diapers (about 5).

Now the diapers are assembled on 3 layers, 
remove the rubber bands of the visible diapers 
(those on the edge). Tie the colored ribbon 
around every layer with a cute knot. 

Material
Diapers 
A base
A central tube 
Double-sided tape
White rubber bands
Twine
Colored ribbon Central tube Rubber bands Double-sided 

tape

Base Twine Diapers

Colored ribbon

INSTRUCTIONS :



Diapercake 4 layers 
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Build the foundation with the base and the central tube, using 
the double-sided tape.

Roll the diaper, direction top down, while hiding the size of 
the diaper. Wrap the rubber band around to keep in place.  
Repeat for all the diapers in the pack.

Place the diapers around the central tube to create the first 
circle of the first layer, tie them up with the twine. Repeat to 
create 3 circles in order to finalize the first layer.

Repeat the same for the second layer, but this time create 2 
circles. Finalize the third and last layer with the remaining 
diapers (about 5) 

Now the diapers are assembled on 3 layers, 
remove the rubber bands of the visible diapers 
(those on the edge). Tie the colored ribbon 
around every layer with a cute knot. Now the 
diapers are assembled on 3 layers, remove the 
rubber bands of the visible diapers (those on the 
edge). Tie the colored ribbon around every layer 
with a cute knot.

Material
Diapers 
A base
A central tube 
Double-sided tape
White rubber bands
Twine
Colored ribbon Central tube Rubber bands Double-sided 

tape

Base Twine Diapers

Colored ribbon

INSTRUCTIONS : 


